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Our eNewsletter for the month of January is here!

The new year has started with a variety of new programs & activities.

Event of January : Republic Day
This year India celebrated its 62nd year of Republic Day. It is one of the most important day in Indian history, as on
this day the constitution of India came into force and India became a sovereign state. Republic Day is celebrated
every year on January 26, in India, with great pomp and grandeur. It includes march past of the three armed
forces, massive parades, folk dances of different states in picturesque costumes marking the unique feature of
unity in diversity of India.
Republic Day was celebrated in all the I Play I Learn Centres with patriotic fervor. Children dressed as National
Leaders participated in the Flag hoisting ceremony held in their respective Centres, where they also enjoyed
some fun filled activities.

Centre Snaps

IPIL Purnadas Road,
Gariahat Centre,Kolkata
Ph. 9330630228,24661729

IPIL Salt Lake AC Block Centre,
Kolkata
Ph. 9331871157,40041847

IPIL Ramkrishnanagar
Garia Centre,
9038975850,32943167

IPIL Lalpur Centre,
RanchiPh.09279501097,0651-2218247

IPIL Survey Park Centre,
KolkataPh.9007206559,65365088

IPIL Andul Road Centre,
HowrahPh. 9007443322,9330158595

IPIL Chapra, Bihar Ph.09852583443,
0615-2245322

IPIL Kankarbagh Centre,
Patna
Ph.09386922161,

IPIL Old Town Centre,
Bhubaneswar, OrissaPh. 09337729302,0674-3296055

IPIL Dibrugarh,
Assam
Ph.09678004672

IPIL Boring Road Centre,
Patna
Ph.0612-3219084

IPIL Behala Centre,
Kolkata
Ph. 990342234

Why right choice of toys is important for your child:
The first thing a child gets into contact with is-toy. Toys help the children to learn actions like- grabbing,
pulling, pushing, synchronizing, body movements etc.
Playing with a wider range of learning toys help the children, develop their imagination power, logic, and
language skills. So, it is our duty to select toys for them, with utmost care. We should just not concentrate on
fashionable and expensive toys, this is not the right criteria for selection.
As parents, if we are able to choose the right kind of toys, it can help the children to build a good
vocabulary, be creative, patient, be busy and interested, finding solutions and be imaginative.
Similarly, the wrong kind of toys can make your child-cranky, aggressive, violent, hyper-active,
disinterested and bored.

For suggestions e-mail at : east.academics@iplayilearn.com
www.
www.iplayilearn.com
iplayilearn.com
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